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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Seventh Day: Saturday, October 14, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 58-8-11-10—14%W, 50%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)CAIRN: Love the synthetic-to-dirt angle; sports salty seven-panel form   
(#6)NOSHACKLESHERE: Catches a weak crew on the drop; 2nd off the shelf 
(#1)HURRICANE FORCE: Ran well in last local start; high-percentage outfit 
(#8)SMALL TOWN HERO: Turns back to 7-furlongs; form suspect off claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-8 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#9)LIGHTNING DOVE: She has never been in this cheap; Mike Smith rides   
(#1)SHEA’S COOL: Deep closer loves 8.5F; needs honest pace to set up kick 
(#7)SUPER WONDERFUL: Won two of last three on dirt with ease—drops 
(#8)PLAY THE BREAK: Just missed in last dirt try; likes minor awards 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-7-8 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)AWESOME DAY: Huge effort first time on the dirt; needs help up front   
(#4)LONELY PETUNIA: First off the claim for Amoss; love cutback to 6F 
(#10)RADAR VISION: Drops like a bad habit; sharp 4F breeze off last race 
(#6)BEACH ROAD: Sire gets runners and training forwardly—value on tote 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-10-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)CRAWFORD: Gets the pocket trip under Santana; tighter this time   
(#8)BLUEGRASS GEM: Handy bay loves Lexington; 20-1 on the M.L. 
(#1)CRACKIN JON: Has effective tactical speed; positive rider change 
(#7)CONQUEST WILDCAT: Takes a significant class drop; exits quick race 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-1-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)BELGIAN: KD shippers are running lights out; has never run poorly   
(#9)HOLLOW POINT: Wide trip in stakes in last; returns to uniform course  
(#7)TAKEOFF: $550K colt was game off the sidelines in his turf debut 
(#1)MOROCCO: Set a slow pace in Kentucky Downs wire job; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-7-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#7)KILROY WAS HERE: Beaten by a promising colt on debut—upside   
(#8)ROYAL CREED: Good debut on taxing turf course; experience edge 
(#4)IONA MOBE: Lynch barn holds him in high regard; sire gets runners 
(#5)MAXIMIZE: $525K Bodemeister colt debuts for Cox; wants two-turns? 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-4-5 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)BONDURANT: Love the stretch out to a mile; horse for the course   
(#9)PARLOR: Bit rank last time; cutback to 8F helps him settle and fire 
(#2)AIROFORCE: Never missed the exacta on the local course—fires fresh 
(#7)REVVED UP: Deep closer may want more ground; comes running late 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-2-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#9)TOO MUCH TIP: Formidable jock/trainer combo; won 6-of-9 lifetime   
(#14)MINNIE BLIP: Was in deep waters in G1 Test; capable off the shelf  
(#1)CARA BLYTHE: Proven to be a great claim for $15K; likes to win races 
(#4)AUNTJENN: She makes her debut for a new barn; exits SoCal stakes 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-14-1-4 
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RACE NINE—Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup Presented by Lane’s 
End (G1T) 
(#11)NEW MONEY HONEY: Won 4-of-6 lifetime on grass; dictates pace?   
(#2)PROCTOR’S LEDGE: Loves 9F on turf; had great summer at Saratoga 
(#1)CON TE PARTIRO: Tons of trouble in 9F debut; Mike Smith & 30-1 M.L. 
(#10)UNI (GB): Consistent filly has never put forth a poor effort stateside 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-2-1-10 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)FRANK THE BUTCHER: Bred to love the main track; turns back to 7F   
(#1)SUCH A TEASE: Seems to be sitting on a big effort but gets tough draw 
(#5)BEE JERSEY: G3 SP at Meydan; gets Lasix but start away from best? 
(#6)C DUB: Well-bred $475K gray sports a razor sharp work tab for return 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


